The Mini-Stylus Tag is a shorter version of the popular “Pencil” tags. A wound ferrite coil powers the Mini-Stylus, and it can also be ordered in frequencies that operate with 58 KHz Acousto-Magnetic (AM) or 8.2 MHz Radio-Frequency (RF) EAS systems. This tag can be removed from merchandise with any magnetic detacher.

- Size - 1.6 inches (42 mm) long, 0.5 inch (19 mm) wide
- Weight - 0.3 oz (8.5 grams)
- Standard Color – Gray (AM) / Black (RF) / Custom Colors Available
- Active Components – 58 KHz (AM) or 8.2 MHz (RF) ferrite coil / Magnetic Clutch
- Upgrade – SuperLock
- Pin – Metal Flat Head Grooved or Smooth Pin